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ABSTRACT 
Cloud storage enables the users to remotely store their data without any burden of local hardware and software management.  For 
effective data storage and retrieval of data, an efficient indexing scheme should be designed. If there is lack of efficient indexing 
scheme for data storage then it results the problems like, query processing becomes time consuming process, not supporting more 
types of queries and not providing high retrieval rate. The objective of this paper is to research and inspect the existing indexing 
strategies for cloud computing. It is necessary to study indexing schemes in Cloud for better understanding the storage of it. In this 
paper we briefly review various methods of data storage in Clouds. 
 
KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, Cloud data storage, Indexing, Multi-dimensional indexing, Query Processing.      

   

INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud Computing provides dynamic, scalable and shared resources over the Internet. Individual users and 

organizations are outsourcing  their data from local system to the remote cloud servers. Physically the resources 

may span across several multiple servers. Cloud Computing involves delivering hosted services over the 

internet. Cloud data storage is cheap, sold on demand, does not require any installation, does not need any 

replacement, has backup, has  recovery systems and does not require any environmental conditions.   

Cloud storage should provide transparent and reliable storage solutions. It should provide high rate of data 

availability. Existing Cloud storage systems support redundancy schemes. They assume the resources are  

homogeneous. One more assumption that the storage cost will be increased for the heterogeneous 

infrastructures. Existing methodologies experience the ill effects of poor scalability and suffer from inefficient 

access because the data sets are concentrated and get to every one of the information frequently when update 

occurs. Cloud systems can improve the performance by increasing parallelism. 

Cloud platforms are dealing with extensive information storehouses, because of their flexible and scaling 

properties. Popular commercial clouds give an assortment of sub-systems and primitives for storing data in 

specific formats and additionally committed sub-frameworks for running and organizing execution inside the 

cloud. 

An index is a data structure that improves the speed of information recovery operations, used to rapidly 

find information and proficiently give the correct area of the information. For the effective usage of the power 

of the Cloud, efficient data management is expected to deal with huge volumes of data and support a large no of 
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concurrent end users. To accomplish this versatile and high throughput indexing plan is generally used. There 

are several limitations and issues in data storage and indexing schemes of current Cloud platforms.  

 Supporting simple keyword based queries, users can get data through point query and cannot answer 

complex queries efficiently. 

 Based on distributed file systems, it usually uses key value storage models for saving data. Data are 

organized in the form of key value pairs.  

 It matches the records for satisfying verbal and numerical values. From large volumes information in 

the Cloud based applications, physically discovering specific data through a major dataset will take drawn out 

stretch of time.  

 Most Cloud storage systems presently receive a hash like approach for recovering information, 

supports only simple keyword based search.  

 Lack in various forms of information search also lack in support of dynamic auxiliary index. Adopts a 

key-value model to index data.  

 Traditional inverted indexing technique keeps all index keyword terms in the B-Tree in main memory. 

So it can increase heap resource consumption. 

 For taking care of numerous keyword based queries, a different occasion file rundown is put something 

aside for every keyword terms. It is not an ideal approach. On the off chance that number of keywords expands 

the cost of performing occasion list correlations likewise expanded.   

 In indexing spatial data management, the indexing supports some of the basic operations such as get, 

set and scan. Multi attribute accesses are not supported by these basic operations. 

 In the event that the application tries to play out a query that can't be executed with the accessible 

indexes (built-in or specified in index configuration file), the query will come up short. 

 Cloud Data store forces restricts on the number and overall size of index entries that can be connected 

with an entity. These breaking points are vast, and most applications are not affected. 

  Custom indexes that allude to different properties, each with various qualities, can detonate 

combinatorially, requiring extensive quantities of passages for an entity with just a moderately little number of 

conceivable property estimations.  

 Such detonating indexes can significantly build the capacity size of an entity in Cloud Data store, in 

light of the substantial number of index passages that must be put away. Detonating indexes likewise can 

without much of a stretch cause the entity to surpass the index section tally or size cut off.  

The Cloud Data store API naturally proposes indexes that are fitting for most applications. Contingent upon 

the application's utilization of Cloud Data store and the size and state of information, manual acclimations to the 

indexes might be justified. For instance, composing elements with various property estimations may bring about 

an exploding index with high storage costs.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly surveys the various data storage schemes in 

Cloud, Section 3 briefly surveys various indexing schemes in Cloud storage systems, section 4 surveys the 

multidimensional indexing schemes and section 5 is conclusion.  

 

2    Data Storage Schemes In Cloud: 

2.1  Mass Data Storage and Management solution Based on Cloud Computing [4]: 

In cloud computing this paper puts forward the mass storage architecture according to Hadoop technology. 

General framework of mass data storage structure based on Hadoop technology is designed in this paper. This 

framework consists of 4 parts. Data storage layer is the first layer mass data of physical storage, for that it 

provides physical and logical storage resources such as file system, DB and Meta data sets. 

Data storage and processing is realized by the second layer called Basic management and this layer ensures 

data security and stability. Third layer is application layer which is responsible to provide various services such 

as user, resource and index management. Fourth layer is access layer provides all kinds of application service 

interface are web browser. User produces the request to the storage system in this layer. With respect to the 

function, the entire cloud storage system can be divided into 7 major modules. They are Physical storage device 

management, Virtualization storage management, Network device management, Resource management, the 

storage management, and Backup management and I/O management. 

 

2.2  Research on Cloud data Storage Technology and its Architecture Implementation [6]: 

This paper tells about the cloud storage and analyses the cloud data storage technology – GFS(Google File 

System) and HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).  Data storage and Business access function are provided 

by cloud storage system. It is equipped with large storage capacity. It mainly includes different layers such as 

storage layer, basic management layer, application interface and access layer. 

GFS cluster consists of single master server, multiple chunk servers and multiple clients. Each is typically a 

commodity Linux. The file system metadata and directory structure are managed by GFS master. For the 
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metadata, client is interacted with master.  In chunk servers, the files are portioned into fixed size of chunks that 

are stored in chunk servers by the default block size 64M.   

Master assigns unique 64 bit chunk handle immediately after the creation of each chunk. Each block is 

duplicated on 3 chunk servers.  The workflow of GFS is as follows: The client sends file name and chunk index 

to the master. After the request, the chunk handle and chunk locations are sent by the master. Then the chunk 

handle and byte range are sent by client to the nearest chunk server. At the last, chunk server sends the data to 

client. Whenever chunk server joins with the cluster, the the master occasionally speaks with each chunk server 

by sending messages, guidelines and the states, master asks each chunk server about its chunks. 

 

2.3 Towards the design of optimal data redundancy schemes for heterogeneous cloud storage infrastructures 

[14]: 

This approach develops an analytical framework for computing availability of data in heterogeneous 

storage environments. The algorithm implemented by this scheme assigns redundant blocks for the set of 

storage nodes in an optimistic way. The minimum data redundancy is achieved. The results are built by 

considering a redundancy scheme based on generic erasure codes. The storage nodes and the objects which are 

stored in the nodes are kept as constant. The storage system is defined by dividing storage unit into two 

processes. One is storage process. Another one is recovery process. The data object to be stored is divided into 

equal size of chunks. There are n redundant blocks generated by these chunks. They are stored in set of storage 

node set.  The storage process creates a large pool of redundant blocks. The redundant blocks are scattered and 

stored in the storage nodes. The redundant blocks are set as static value and then vary the equal sized chunks to 

obtain various redundancy ratios and different data availability.  

The storage process decides which nodes store more blocks if number of redundant blocks is greater than 

storage nodes. Suppose data blocks are less than storage nodes then a small set of storage nodes are considered. 

If there are equal no of data blocks and storage nodes then storage process stores one data block is to each node. 

The recovery process is designed to retrieve the chunks from the redundant blocks for reconstructing the 

original data object.  

 

2.4   Multiple-File Remote Data checking for cloud storage [8]:  

In this scheme, the Remote Data Checking adds possession or retrievability guarantee to cloud storage 

without downloading the entire information. This is reasonable for the particular information refresh model of 

cloud storage.  This MF-RDC scheme checks the intactness of a dynamic file group consisting of a growing 

number of static files. It proposes data update model for cloud storage. The file group is constructed with 

multiple files as the basic for doing update operations. If any file is added to file group then it cannot be 

modified and also removed. The client or verifier randomly samples a smaller no of file blocks for checking. 

Verifier runs the key generation algorithm for generation of secret keys. Then add algorithm is run by verifier 

for adding a file to the file group. The file is encoded and verification metadata is generated. The challenge is 

generated by the challenge algorithm for the current file group. Then the proof for this challenge is generated by 

the server. That proof is verified by the client for validating a proof.  

 

2.5 An Efficient Cloud Storage model for heterogeneous Cloud Infrastructures [9]: 

An efficient Cloud storage model for heterogeneous Cloud Infrastructures was proposed. The storage 

system architecture consists of 4 layers. They are 1.Storage layer, 2.Basic management layer, 3.Application 

interface layer, 4.Access layer. Cloud storage is a large amount of storage devices and distribution of variety of 

regions through WAN, Internet or fiber channel networks together. Storage devices can be FC storage devices, 

IP NAS, SCSI or SAS storage devices such as DAS.  

Storage layer structure consists of various user devices, n/w, memory, data, CPU and storage resources. 

These are providing virtualization. Basic Management consists of the clusters, distributed file systems and the 

grid computing technology. Data encryption is used to ensure the data storage security. The data backup and 

disaster recovery technology ensures stable data storage. Application interface layer consists of various 

operating units and different application platforms. In access layer, the authorized user can log to public storage 

platform system at any place using a networked terminal device through standard application interface.  

 

3   Various Indexing Schemes In Cloud  Storage: 

3.1  Hash-based indexing technique: 

This  technique introduced by Zhu et al. [23] is planned to be search-efficient in the context of high-volume 

of data. Hash-based methods perform rough closeness looks for high-dimensional data. They are connected to 

numerous sorts of real applications such as image recovery, document investigation, and near duplicate 

detection. The fundamental target of hashing is to speak to high-dimensional information with compact binary 

codes to get quicker search results. 
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3.2  B-Tree and B+ - Based Indexing: 

B-tree-based indexing method draws an accumulation of p-samples for a arrangement of geometrically 

diminishing estimations of temporal data, tree-based indexing method introduces a rule to divide and merge 

nodes to upgrade multi-attribute access performance. 

 

Efficient B+-Tree Based Indexing for Cloud Data Processing [1]: 

This paper presents a novel scalable B+ -Tree based indexing scheme for efficient data processing in the 

Cloud. A local B+-Tree index is built for each compute node that indexes data residing on the node. Compute 

nodes are organized as a structured overlay and portion of local B+-Tree nodes to the overlay are published for 

efficient query processing. Algorithm for selecting the published B+-Tree nodes according to query patterns is 

proposed. 

This paper presents CG-index (Cloud Global Index) is a secondary indexing scheme for cloud storage 

system and designed for cloud platform. It is tailored for online queries and maintained in an incremental way. 

Data are portioned into data shards that are randomly distributed to compute nodes. B+-Tree for the key to 

index its assigned data shards by the compute nodes to facilitate search for a secondary key. For a given key, its 

handle (an arbitrary byte string which could be used to fetch the corresponding value in the cloud storage 

system.) is received. The CG index is built over the local B+-Trees to locate the corresponding B+-Trees for a 

given key or range. Some local B+-Tree nodes are published and indexed in the remote compute nodes based on 

the overlay routing protocols. In each compute node a remote index for the local B+-Trees is maintained. These 

indexes are composed the CG index in the system.  

For processing queries, search is done in CG index first for the corresponding B+-Tree nodes then by 

following the pointers and local B+-Trees are searched parallel. A virtual expansion tree for the B+-Tree is built 

from the root step by step. For the query processing the child nodes are beneficial then the child nodes are 

expanded and published. The overlay routing protocols allows jumping any indexed B+-Tree nodes directly, so 

need to start searching from the B+-Tree’s root. 

 

An Indexing Framework for efficient retrieval on the Cloud [2]: 

This paper studies and presents a general indexing framework for the cloud system based on the structured 

overlay. The hash index and the B+-Tree index as employed as examples for demonstrating the effectiveness of 

this framework.  There are three layers designed. In the middle layer many processing nodes are maintained in 

the cloud system. User data are divided into data chunks and are stored in the nodes based on the DFS protocols 

on the cloud.   

Each node is built by local index for the data. Every nodes shares parts of its storage to maintain global 

index. Set of index entries from the local entries are selected and global index is formed and is disseminated in 

the cluster. In upper layer a data access interface to the user’s application is provided on the global index. In 

lower layer nodes are connected in the structured overlay.  

The index entry is either hash based index or tree node in B+-Tree based index. Global index is searched to 

locate the processing nodes for query processing and then the query is processed by the nodes through the 

global index in parallel. If the hash index used to support exact key match queries then the hash function is used 

to build local hash index. All nodes apply global hash function for the cloud system to generate key k for an 

index value. For the given key lookup function returns the responsible node. In multi-dimensional indexing, 

each node is associated with a minimal boundary rectangle in R-Tree and the processing nodes are located. 

 

SNB-Index: a SkipNet and B+-Tree based auxiliary Cloud index [3]: 

A dynamic auxiliary cloud index is set up by means of SkipNet structure is designed in this approach. It 

adopts two layer architecture. The efficient local index is constructed using B+-Trees. Local index nodes are 

selected adaptively to form a SkipNet based global overlay in the upper layer. SkipNet used SkipList concept 

that maintains a sorted list of all computer nodes and also pointers to skip over variety of nodes. In SkipNet, 

computer nodes are formed by multiple double linked rings. 

SNB index structure has two logical layers. Server is building a B+-Tree to index data stores on it, also 

called as local index in the lower layer. It publishes a local index portion to the upper layer for constructing 

global index. Servers in the high level layers are organized as SkipNet overlay for providing global index. For 

the query request SNB-index searches SkipNet overlay first to locate a local index server in upper layer. After 

the identification of local index server, the client access and retrieve data directly.  

SNB index uses an Adaptive index publishing algorithm to improve the indexing efficiency. In this, first 

root node is published. Their children nodes are indexed if they are more beneficial than indexing the parent 

node, then the parent node is removed from the publishing set. The expanding process is recursive. If indexing 

of parent node is more beneficial than its children then children nodes are removed and parent node is indexed. 

In RangeQuery algorithm, SNB index receives a range query request the entry server. After that the server 

checks its buffered meta indexes that matches the query range, then local search is invoked in local index server 
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publishes the meta index. If the query range is not covered by the meta index, the query request is sent to right 

neighbour in root ring. 

Similarly mapping publish algorithm is designed to store similar published local B+-Tree nodes together in 

SkipNet. First the corresponding server node is located. Then the data’s identify key and Meta index of 

publishing B+-Tree node are sent to server node to find the storing location correctly. 

 

3.3  Quasi-identifier index based approach: 

An efficient Quasi-identifier index based approach for privacy preservation over incremental data sets on cloud 

[11]: 

This scheme proposes an efficient quasi-identifier index based approach for the privacy preservation over 

the incremental data sets on the cloud. In this approach QI-groups(QI – Quasi Identifier) are indexed by the 

domain values in the current generalization level. Hence only a part of records in a data set is accessed in the 

presents of data updation. Large data sets are divided in small data sets according to QI-Groups. These smaller 

sets are stored in cloud data nodes.  Similar QI-Groups are mapped in to the same data nodes.  The QI-Groups 

are indexed by the domain values in the quasi identifiers. Statistical information about this group is computed 

for updation of new data arrival. 

For the successors each QI group keeps m locations. Controller node keeps heads of link. Data records in a 

QI group scatter across the multiple data nodes. For each link in the set in terms of size of QI-groups are sorted. 

The related QI groups are verified when data sets are generalized, specialized or updated with new data. Within 

the subset update operations are confirmed rather than all QI-groups. QI-groups in each link are sorted 

according to anonymity and statistical information for the link is counted. For data updation, the newly added 

data are generalized and hashed in to corresponding data nodes.  

 

3.4   High Volumes of event stream indexing and efficient multi keyword for Cloud monitoring [10]: 

A new data structure is proposed in this paper which consists of a composite tree with static index list and 

tree mirror for effective searching and indexing. It shares a single list of the event indices for all leaf nodes on 

the      B-Tree. An indexing engine proposed by this paper has 4 data structures. Event Index (EI) points to the 

file offset of an event in the stream event storage. Tree Mirror(TM) is a keyword vocabulary. Complete Tree 

(CT) contains the keyword vocabulary and EIs. Search Index (SI) has list of references for persisted TMs.  If 

event comes in to the system, they are stored in to the file storage. The message body is extracted as a list of 

keywords and an EI is constructed based on the size of event and file storage. For indexing each extracted 

keyword, the existence of the keyword already is checked in the leaf node, the event index is added in the leaf 

node otherwise new nodes for the keyword and event index are added to the leaf node.  

In the query processing the index engine uses search index for loading appropriate TM and the existence of 

all queried keywords on the tree is checked. If the keyword is matched by TM then the entire composite tree 

index is loaded. CT identifies the leaf node with lower event occurrences.  

 

3.5   Interval Indexing and Querying on Key-Value Cloud Stores [15]: 

This approach supports interval queries, which are not limited to the time dimension. The compound index 

structure is comprised of 2 tiers. First one is MRSegment tree (MRST) is a distributed segment tree index 

structure with key value representation. Second one is End Point Index (EPI). It is endpoint information as an 

interval index. It arises from key value stores capabilities. The data item stored is uniquely identified by 

three values {rowkey,column name,time stamp}. Segment trees support indexing of intervals. The segment tree 

is a balanced binary tree of height o(log2N), each node stores left and right endpoints of range of values it 

indexes.  

The interval defined by endpoints stored in the node denoted by span(x). Elementary intervals are indexed 

in leaf level. Interval nodes have 2 children nodes. It indexes the union of their ranges. Leaf or internal nodes 

store subset of interval id represented by [begin, end]. The intervals stored in each node in segment tree, span 

through their endpoints but it is not spanning through its parent’s endpoint. The nodes are stored as rows in a 

separate column family. Each interval node or row uses the middle point of its children. The median of the 

interval range used by leaf nodes. The mapper builds a proper segment tree for the intervals it receives. The 

individual sub trees can be combined together to form a final MRST. 

 

3.6  A Framework for supporting DBMS-like Indexes in the Cloud [19]: 

This approach analyses the problems to provide DBMS-like indexing mechanism to support “Database as a 

Service” (DaaS) in the Cloud. It proposes an efficient indexing framework. Using this, the users can define their 

own indexes without the knowledge of the structure of the underlying network. There are 3 common indexes 

implemented such as distributed hash indices, distributed B+ Tree like indexes and distributed multi-

dimensional indexes. The indexing framework consists of an indexing service. This is loosely connected with 

other Cloud services. This indexing service runs as a set of distributed processes on the virtual machines and 
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interacts with the underlying storage service when the base tables are stored. The index process, runs on a 

virtual machine is referred as index node. A generic Cayley graph based overlay organizes all the index nodes. 

It is managed by Caylay graph manager. For each type of index, one Cayley graph instance is needed. A 

generalized key space S is defined. The Client defines a data mapping function F (defined based on the type of 

index), which maps the index column into the value in S. 

 

4    Multi - Dimensional Indexing Schemes In Cloud Storage: 

4.1  R-tree based indexing is used to provide multi-dimensional data indexing in cloud:  

4.1.1   Data-intensive Spatial Indexing on the Clouds [5]: 

The potential of Cloud Computing for data intensive spatial indexing is investigated in this paper. The 

constructions of very large R-Tree Spatial indexes are considered. The performance of running data and 

compute spatial application on various cloud platforms and cloud configurations are assessed. The cloud 

platform such as Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Windows Azure are used with an existing R* tree. It is 

constructed by taking  4 Million and 10 million spatial. The experimental results among all the cloud 

deployments, ’High memory X large ’ instances give the best performance. The result of this paper indicates the 

applications which are having high memory requirements play an important role than the computing power for 

the determination of overall performance.  

 

4.1.2   Indexing Spatial Data in Cloud Data Management [13]: 

This paper presents a novel key design based on an R+-Tree (KR+ - index) to retrieve skewed spatial data. 

A scalable multi-dimensional index KR+ - index based on the existing cloud data management (CDM), 

cassandra. This supports efficient multi-dimensional range queries and nearest neighbour queries. To construct 

the index structure and designing key for effective access of data R+ -Tree is used.  The spatial query algorithm 

is redefined including range queries and NN queries and KR+ - index is proposed.  

The framework of KR+ - index is as follows: The data is constructed by R+-Tree for the input records, for 

each rectangle {R1,R2,R3} are  maintained. For retrieving the records a mapping method to retrieve queried 

rectangle keys are proposed in this paper.  The map is portioned in to uniform non overlapping grids 

G1,G2,G3,G4. For each grid a list of rectangles overlap it are maintained.  A key mapping table stores the grid 

keys and the overlapped rectangle keys. Then R+-Tree is constructed to discover non-overlapping minimum 

bound rectangles.  

Grids have  a Hilbert- value transformed by a Hilbert curve. The overlapped rectangles for the grid are 

stored in the key table.  So the rectangle information through key table can be retrieved so that multi attribute 

access can retrieve the data effectively. 

In range query, the space is split into grids by the Hilbert curve and each grid is assigned by one grid key. 

Range query algorithm compute coordinates of grids overlaps the range query. Grid keys are computed via the 

Hilbert curve and are added to the list grid keys. So from the key table the rectangle keys found in the query 

range. Then the queried key fetches the points in the corresponding key. Then the queried data is retrieved from 

the points stored in the node. In the Cloud platform, giving adaptable database services is a basic prerequisite. 

 

4.1.3 An Efficient Multi-Dimensional Index for Cloud Data Management [17]: 

In this approach for efficient multi-dimensional index maintenance, R-Tree and KD-tree are combined and 

used. This approach process point and range queries effectively. Functional component of a multi-dimensional 

index includes query processing and index maintenance. Local indices are built in individual system. The query 

is executed in the local indices and results are combined and returned. By this way virtual global index is 

answered. 

Local KD-tree index is built for each slave nodes (Data records are stored as replicas in slaves), KD-Tree 

can efficiently support point, range and partial match queries. In query processing all nodes are selected in the 

cluster as candidates of the query. After that the local KD-Tree index is utilized by each node for getting 

records. 

KD-Tree always outperforms R-tree in either memory consuming and time cost of query searching. 

Applying k-d tree for multi-attribute index structure in both local slave nodes and global master nodes for Cloud 

platform would be the better choice due to its efficiency and scalability. 

A node cube for each slave node is constructed, which indicates range of value on each indexed attribute in 

the node. A cube is built for each slave node and cubes are maintained on the master nodes with R-Tree, which 

is designed to manage multi-dimensional data regions. Efficient multi-dimensional index with node cube 

(EMINC) index structure is consisting of a R-Tree in master nodes and KD-Tree on each slave node. R-Tree 

leaf node consists of node cube and pointers point to the slave nodes corresponding to node cube.  
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4.1.4   Indexing Multi-dimensional Data in a Cloud System [16]: 

This approach is a multidimensional indexing scheme built on top of the local R-Tree index portion of the 

local R-Tree nodes are selected and published on global index. An effective data retrieval service is done by this 

approach for large scale shared nothing clusters. To different cluster servers the global index is disseminated. 

The cluster servers are organized as a logical CAN based overlay network. R-Tree is built on distributed system 

epic (elastic power- aware data-intensive Cloud). RT-CAN index is built on top of the local indexes. The data 

are partitioned and distributed to different servers.  

The global index is a secondary index on the top of the local R-Trees. Query processing is split into two 

phases. In first phase, processor searches global index by mapping query to some CAN nodes. Then the CAN 

nodes search their buffered R-Tree nodes and return the entry which satisfying the query.  In second phase, the 

corresponding storage nodes receive the query and these retrieve the results through the local R-Tree. The 

global index is synchronized with local R-Trees.  

 

4.2 Bitmap indexes: 

Bitmap indexes are known as the best indexing methods for range queries on append-only data. Bitmap 

indexing technique is based on bulk index data stored as sequences of bits. The bit sequences are used in bitwise 

logical operations to answer queries. 

 

4.3   Multi-dimensional Index on Hadoop Distributed File System [18]: 

A block based hierarchical index structure using R-Tree is presented by this approach. This organizes data 

sets in multidimensional space for improving query performance on Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

R-Tree used and is implemented as a disk page. The object stored is approximated by Minimum Bounding 

Rectangles (MBRs). Every node in R-Tree is corresponding to one MBR enclosed by objects if it is a leaf node.  

R-Tree is presented and stored as a file in HDFS. For distributing index in no of servers, range partition policy 

is adopted. If leaf nodes are closer in space, then they are stored in same data chunk.  

For balancing lode and memory space buffer pool is used. On demand only the internal nodes are loaded, if 

they are retrieved but absent in buffer and based on associated node id organized in a hash table. The index 

node size is taken smaller than 64k. Disk page structure of R-Tree consists of metadata, internal node and pad.  

In this scheme a new data transfer protocol is implemented to random reads for block based index structure. If 

current data node is not positioned, the connection is closed, and then the client will initiate a new connection to 

data node.   

 

Conclusion: 

In the field of Cloud Computing, Cloud storage technology is very important area. In this paper, we study 

and survey the related concepts and recent research advances of Cloud data storage, management and indexing 

schemes in Cloud data processing. A categorization of existing data management and indexing techniques for 

cloud has been sketched out in this paper which is intended to lead analysts to advance in numerous uses of 

various Cloud indexing techniques. We also identify the limitations and problems in Cloud data storage and 

indexing methods of current Cloud platforms.  
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